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ABSTRACT

one of the theaters or watching from home. When, where and how
media and live streams are played back is an integral part of the
performance. This should therefore be under control of the artistic
director, and will be different for each location at various times
during the performance. In addition, the performers in the
different locations should be able to act together in a seamless
way, as if they are co-located. The requirements can be viewed as
combining distributed multimedia playback and telepresence.

This paper explores the suitability of structured (and declarative)
multimedia document formats for supporting a novel type of
performing arts: distributed theatre. In distributed theatre, the
actors are split between two (or more) locations, but together
deliver a single performance mediated by the cameras, the
internet, and projection technologies. Based on our efforts to
make an actual distributed theatre production happen (the
Tempest by Miracle Theatre), this paper reflects on our
experience. Our findings are divided into two main areas:
workflow and document structure. We conclude that novel types
of video-mediated applications, like distributed theatre, require
new manners of authoring documents. Moreover, specific
extensions to existing document formats are needed in order to
accommodate the new requirements imposed by such kind of
applications.

Performance artists have creatively made use of physical and,
more recently, digital illusionary tools: “there is nothing in
cyberspace and the screened technologies of the virtual that has
not been already performed on the stage. The theatre has always
been virtual, a space of illusory immediacy.” [4]. It is not our
intention to survey all the various efforts from artists to exploit
technology to enhance performances, since [1] and [5] already
provide comprehensive overviews. Nevertheless, there are a
number of recent pieces that showcase current directions and
challenges. “Skype Duet” [10] is a distributed live performance
between New York and Berlin. In “Graphic Ships” [6] musicians
and a dancer are distributed across locations. Visuals are created
based on the movements of the dancer, captured by motion
sensing, and create a graphic score from which the live musicians
improvise the musical accompaniment. The audience sees the live
movement of the local dancer, the visualisation her movement
creates and simultaneous projections of the multi-sited musicians
themselves.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.2 [Language Classifications]: Specialized application
languages; H.4.3 [Information System Applications]:
Communication Applications - Computer conferencing,
teleconferencing, and videoconferencing; I.7.2 [Document and
Text Processing] Document Preparation - Languages and
systems.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors.

All these pieces connect two or more locations with the aim of
creating a single performance, similar to our experimental
performance. Figure 1 shows a scene from “the Tempest” by
Shakespeare, performed by Miracle Theatre, as experienced from
the two theaters, with Ariel (left) in conversation with Prospero
(right). In each location there are multiple HD video cameras to
capture the scene from different angles. Head-worn wireless
microphones capture the audio from each actor. Multiple HD
projection screens are embedded in the set to display video
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we investigate distributed theatre performances and
the technical means to support them. The setting is a theatre play
where actors and audience are in multiple locations, and
audiovisual streams combined with prerecorded media are used to
present a unified experience to the spectators, whether present in
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Figure 1 - One scene from “the Tempest”, as seen from the
two theatres
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Theatre 1

Theatre 2

Home Audience

Figure 2 - Schematic representation of locations, audiences and actors

larger number of cameras and shots available in television
production but it still follows the format of a script, a script that
forms an inherent part of the creative theatrical artifact. Our
solution will have to provide a good balance between things that
can be designed in advance and decisions that should be taken live
at showtime.

streams from the remote theatre and prerecorded media.
Obviously, audio and video need to have low latency and good
synchronization to enable fluent interaction between actors [8].
One of the screens is semi-transparent, and this is used in
combination with precise timing of prerecorded media and
lighting to make “magic” things happen. In addition, the streams
and prerecorded media are used to create a single stream for home
viewers. Our solution hinges on the fact that the theatre
performances we target are scripted: visual layouts and scene
transitions and such can be designed before the actual live show.

There is also a technical issue that our solution needs to address.
Synchronization and timing need to be handled locally for each
location, so that we can maintain lip-sync and correctly time
playback of prerecorded media and transitions that need to be
synchronized with activity on the stage, or lighting changes and
such. However, control on a higher level, the representation script,
needs to be centralized. The representation script and its
associated centralized control interface, Sync Control, and the
corresponding Sync Editor, are not discussed in this paper due to
lack of space. The video communication platform, and its
innovations, developed to address the challenge of supporting
complex use cases for multimedia communication between ad hoc
groups is described elsewhere [13].

Figure 2 gives a schematic representation of the setup, and shows
that different camera angles and compositions can be used for the
different locations. The choice of what to show where, and how to
show it (such as the “giant talking head” seen in theatre 1) is a
creative choice, made to fit the current scene artistically.
Our setup is intended to be relatively easy to deploy: off-the-shelf
hardware, standard broadband internet connections and affordable
in personnel cost. While we primarily address distributed theatre
we believe the ideas are extensible into other areas where
interactions are (somewhat) scripted, such as distributed lectures
and classrooms. Our hypothesis is that we can use existing
structured multimedia document formats to assist the creative
process of designing the visual layouts as well as enabling a single
person to manage all locations during the live performance.

2.

3.

DOCUMENT STRUCTURE

Let us examine how we used structured multimedia documents to
enable the requirements set out in the previous section. Reactive
declarative multimedia documents have been studied extensively
within the document engineering community, for various use
cases [9, 12]. Our solution is designed around 3 concepts which
are visualized in figure 4: layouts, regions and streams. A layout
determines what is seen in one location at a certain point in the
play, which can range from a single fullscreen live video region to
a complex composition of multiple live regions, prerecorded
media (audio, video, image, text) with precise cropping,
positioning and begin and end timing, transitions between those,
etc. Layouts have symbolic names and layouts with the same
name are tailored to each playback location. The home video feed
from figure 4 shows an example layout showing two cropped
video feeds and a static logo image.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem statement can be summarized as “Enabling a
creative director to design scene and media changes for multiple
locations, and coordinate these centrally during the
performance”. The distributed nature of our setting means that the
coordination becomes an enabling feature (in stead of merely a
convenience, in a single-location setting). The problem statement
leads to two sets of requirements: those motivated by the creative
process and those from a purely technical media handling
perspective.
It emerged that the scripting requirements, and associated model,
for the former were distinctive from existing forms of media
handling, in particular because of the needs of distributed theatre.
Cinema production has the concept of a shooting script which can
offer a useful starting point, even though it does not necessarily
contain the information of how scenes will be shot and a strict
timeline need not be adhered to (the order and content of a
narrative can easily be changed before and after capture). In live
television, the narrative of events is fixed and strictly governed by
the real time constraints of the live action. The distributed theatre
model is in some ways closer to videoconferencing, but distinct
from it in the fact that the representation can benefit from the
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Figure 3 - Video capture
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Figure 4 - Video composition (shown for the home audience feed)
Within a layout we can reference regions, which are live stream
placeholders and again symbolically named. Regions are longlived and survive layout switches, so that live streams can
continue playing seamlessly during a layout switch. Regions that
are not currently visible are on “stand by” so they can start
rendering instantaneously when called up during a layout switch
or a visual transition within a layout.

then assembled into preview documents, one for each location.
These preview documents can be played back with an ordinary
SMIL player, and contain all prerecorded media and transitions,
but use placeholder videos for the live streams. This allows the
creative director to check that the composition and transitions
work artistically (and that the technical director has understood
his intentions correctly).

Assignment of live video streams to regions is a separate concept
from switching layouts, to forestall an explosion of the number of
layouts. Also, hard cuts from one camera to another are the most
common visual changes. A final concept, PTZ position, is used on
the video capture side (figure 3). These are per-camera symbolic
names such as “Prospero extreme closeup” or “total wide” and
can be called up at will during show time, ideally when the feed
from the given camera is not active.

During on-location dress rehearsal cameras and screens are
placed, and the actual PTZ parameters for each shot are
determined and recorded. The layouts are fine-tuned, primarily
positioning and sizing of items to cater for the physical location of
projection screens and such. At this point the final per-location
SMIL documents are created. During show time the creative
director (or an operator under his instructions) uses the sync
control tool to simply step through the layout and camera switches
at the right time, for all locations at once. If the need arises special
layouts (opening and closing screens and such) can be called up at
the press of a single button.

We have implemented streams and regions in a SMIL [3]
boilerplate document, and layouts as fragments of SMIL code.
These are combined into a single SMIL document per location
before document playback.

4.

The workflow is similar to theatre lighting: design and fine-tuning
happen before the show, and during the performance these
prerecorded settings care called up with the press of a button.

WORKFLOW

The extended document structure, as laid out in Section 3. can
support the representation requirements. Nevertheless, there are
also a set of requirements for enabling the creation of the
documents. Supporting these requirements is extremely important,
given that the representation script is an intrinsic part of the
theatrical experience. In our specific use cases, creating the
multimedia documents is primarily the task of the creative
director, who knows what should be shown, and when, and where.
There are also technical issues involved, however, such as
understanding limitations such bandwidth budgets and the fact
that SMIL code needs to be written manually at the moment. This
is the domain of the technical director, who closely cooperates
with the creative director.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation consists of a capture and playback engine in
each theatre, a playback engine for the home feeds and a single
centralized component for sync control (in addition to centralized
components for audio and video routing and such [13]).
At show time, the per-location SMIL documents are played back
by engines based on the Ambulant [2] SMIL player, with a control
module that allows the SMIL code to be modified in a controlled
manner using ActiveMQ messages from the central Sync Control
component. The playback engines for the theaters
also
incorporates additional modules to control PTZ cameras and
grab/encode/transmit video. The playback engine that creates the
feed for the home viewers has modules to do all rendering
offscreen and encode and transmit the rendered video stream.

The creative director, while building the representation script,
describes the required layouts and PTZ positions to the technical
director, who creates the SMIL fragments. These fragments are
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during show time the representation script execution was handled
smoothly by a single person.

The documents for all locations are structurally the same but
different in details, such as which regions are active in which
layout and placement of media. Sync Control is isolated from
these differences because it communicates with the engines only
using symbolic names for streams, regions, layouts and shots.
Hereby Sync Control is solely responsible for the global
representation script, while the individual engines are responsible
for timing, synchronization and layout. The yellow arrows in
figures 3 and 4 show how Sync Control can influence the engines.

7.

Changing a multimedia document during playback can have
serious consequences for the timegraph and lead to temporal
inconsistencies, as we have investigated in earlier work [7]. The
scripted nature of a distributed performance has allowed us to use
a solution that is similar to the distributed gaming use case from
that paper: the multimedia document itself is static and all
dynamic changes are implemented through modification of SMIL
State variables. Streams are implemented through SMIL
<video> elements that are active throughout the performance,
but their rendering position, size and z-order are modified as they
are assigned to a region and set to size (0, 0) when not
assigned to a region. Layouts are SMIL <par> nodes with a
begin condition depending on a SMIL variable which is set to
activate the layout. They contain all the prerecorded media
playback and transitions and such, and also update the region
positions (and therefore the live stream rendering positions). This
method of changing stream assignments and layouts ensures
temporal integrity of the presentation.

6.
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